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CHAPTERR 4 

Europee in the News 

Introductio n n 

Citizenss across Europe rely on the media for information about European af-
fairs,, the EU, and European integration.' More than two-thirds of EU citizens 
consistentlyy name television as the most important source of information and a 
majorityy also identifies television as their preferred method for receiving news 
aboutt the EU specifically (Eurobarometer, 56, 2002). There is therefore more 
thann sufficient rationale for investigating the diet of information that news me-
diaa across Europe make available to citizens. Yet we have only limited knowl-
edgee about the type of information that citizens receive about the EU and Euro-
peann integration. In an overview of the impact of Europeanization on political 
communication,, we concluded that littl e is known about political communica-
tionn from a comparative perspective and even less about how news differs cross-
nationallyy in terms of the reporting of European political affairs (Semetko et 
al.,, 2000). 

Newss coverage of foreign affairs has been found to influence public opinion 
moree strongly than news about domestic affairs where citizens may have a larger 
contextuall  knowledge to draw on (Gavin, 1998; Page & Shapiro, 1992). A simi-
larr argument has been made with respect to the role of news for public opinion 
formationn about European affairs (Norris, 2000), which provides another ra-
tionalee for a systematic analysis of the diet of information available to European 
publicss through the news. One purpose of this chapter is to provide an initial 
overvieww of the characteristics of television news coverage of European issues 
andd events. 

Thee content analysis has several aims. First, in line with the 'integrated pro-
cesss model of framing' outlined in Chapter 2, the content analysis investigates 
thee way in which European affairs are framed in television news. This is linked 
withh the findings from the interviews with newsmakers in the three countries 
(Chapterr 3). The second aim of the content analysis is to identify key character-
isticss of the coverage of European affairs that serve as a baseline for understand-
ingg potential effects. That is to say, without knowing about the actual content, 
itt makes littl e sense to speculate about the effects of this information. In practi-
call  terms this means that the content analysis serves to identify key features of 
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thee news coverage which are consequently used to design the stimulus material 
inn the experiments (see Chapters 5 and 6). 

Thee analysis consists of four components: [1] the January 1999 first-step in-
troductionn of the euro, [2] the June 1999 European Parliamentary (EP) election 
campaign,, [3] key European Union council summits, and [4] a constructed 
"routine""  period of news. The four components have been chosen because they 
representt a unique event (the introduction of the euro), an election campaign 
(EP),, recurring key events (the EU summits) and a routine period. Based on pre-
viouss research, we may expect to see specific content structures in the different 
periods.. Campaign news coverage differs from traditional news coverage of 
dailyy politics (Patterson, 1993; Norris et al., 1999) and the specific EU news beat, 
ass represented by the summits, has inherent particularities (Morgan, 1995). It is 
thereforee important to investigate the periods separately and later address 
whetherr more general conclusions can be drawn about 'the' EU news coverage. 
Beforee outlining the components of the study, an introduction to extant re-
searchh on the media depiction of European affairs is appropriate. 

Europee in the news: The evidence from previous research 

Previouss research on the media coverage of European affairs is scattered. While 
thee EU is covered on television in current affairs magazine style programs, the 
largestt audiences turn to national news programs to learn about the economy 
andd politics. In the news coverage of the EU, a distinction can be made between 
newsnews dealing exclusively with EU affairs (such as summits, European elections, 
andd European institutions) and domestic political and economic news with a 
EuropeanEuropean dimension. Within the first category, the most comprehensive study 
datess back to the 1979 European elections (Siune, 1983). A cross-national analy-
siss of the television coverage in both the run-up and the actual election cam-
paignn showed that 'Europe' did not surface on the media agenda before the ac-
tuall  campaign started. With some cross-national variation it was found that 
economicc topics, comments about the elections, and the "problems, strategies, 
andd mechanics of waging the campaign" dominated the television program-
mingg in nearly every country (Siune, 1983, pp. 226-227). 

InIn relation to subsequent European elections, a number of follow-up studies 
off  the television news coverage of the campaign have been carried out. Gen-
erally,, it is noted that while the first elections received some media coverage be-
causee of the novelty of the event, already from the second elections in 1984 and 
onwards,, the campaign was 'nothing special' (Leroy and Siune, 1994, pp. 52-53). 
Onee comparative study of the role of television in Denmark and Belgium in the 
19899 EP election campaign concluded that the elections were given low priority 
inn the news and that most of the news coverage was of domestic nature, with 
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onlyy littl e reference to the European dimensions of the issues in question (Leroy 
andd Siune, 1994). 

Thee European Union provides two sources of information about media cov-
eragee of European affairs. One is a monitoring project of two newspapers from 
eachh EU country. The other includes monitoring of television in six EU coun-
tries.. Both projects are attempts at gauging the volume of media attention de-
votedd to 'Europe'. They give an overview of the focus of the media coverage and 
providee indicators for the slant of news about the EU. For the press, it was sug-
gestedd that coverage of European Union affairs was focused on economic and 
financiall  affairs along with specific issues such as the 'mad cow disease', the en-
largementt of the EU, and social matters (Fundesco, 1997). In an analysis based 
onn the television data from the period 1995 to 1997, it was found that European 
issuess played a peripheral role on the news agenda in most countries (Norris, 
2000).. If the EU was covered, it was cyclical, peaking around EU summits. Dur-
ingg routine periods the predominant topics were the economic and monetary 
unionn and the EU development. In addition, it was found that the television 
newss coverage during that period was either neutral or with a modest, but con-
sistent,, negative slant (Norris, 2000). * 

Beyondd investigations of media attention to specific EU affairs, a number of 
studiess emphasize the increasing importance of EU/Europe for domestic politi-
call  and economic news reports. In Britain, for example, it was concluded that 
whilee coverage of the economy largely takes place within a 'national narrative', 
thee British economy within the EU is also an important news story (Goddard, 
Corner,, Gavin & Richardson, 1998, pp. 16-17). During two periods in 1996/97 
andd 1999 British television news carried, on average, more than eleven stories 
monthlyy about the single European currency and, on average, more than five 
storiess per month with a link to the European economy. This means that 'Eu-
rope'' accounted for about 18% of the economic news coverage on BBC and ITN 
(Gavin,, 2000). 

Similarly,, studies of the news coverage of national elections suggest an in-
creasingg importance of Europe as a topic. While studies of national election 
campaignss in Britain, Denmark, and the Netherlands in the 1980s and early 
1990ss showed that 'Europe' was on the periphery, it became a more central issue 
off  the political debate in recent elections. 

Inn Britain, topics as 'Europe' and the European Union along with Britain's 
relationss with foreign countries were much more visible in the news during the 
19977 general election compared to 1992 (Norris et al., 1999). And by 2001, a cen-
trall  issue in the general election was the battle waged between Labour and the 
Conservativess over the euro. The Dutch national elections of 1998 also had a 
strongg focus on Europe, in particular via the French-Dutch power play sur-
roundingg the nomination of Dutchman Wim Duisenberg as the first President 
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off  the European Central Bank which received extensive coverage (van Praag 
andd Brants, 2000, pp. 70-71). In Denmark, during the 1998 and 2001 national 
elections,, immigration and refugees were more prominent issues in the media 
coverage.. These issues, however, were inherently 'Europe-related' as much of 
thee debate on immigration was centered on the impact of the EU-based Schengen 
agreementt (Andersen et al., 1999). 

Whilee the evidence from national election studies suggests an increase in the 
importancee of European issues in national politics, one fundamental problem 
whenn examining the visibility of'Europe' in the news is the lack of comparative 
perspective,, both in terms of time and space. Littl e is known about how Euro-
peann issues are covered in the news in a longitudinal perspective and or about 
thee ways in which news coverage may differ or share similarities between differ-
entt European countries. 

Thee European integration project is a continuous process with a number of 
keyy events and defining moments that signify Europe and receive the attention 
off  news media. These include signing treaties, elections, and unique events 
suchh as the introduction of the common currency, and the inclusion of new 
memberr states. The empirical studies discussed above suggest that news about 
Europeann affairs peaks around key events and is modestly visible in domestic 
economicc coverage as well as during national election campaigns. The 'key 
events'' are essential in shaping public opinion about European integration be-
causee they constitute some of the few moments where the EU is visible in main-
streamm news that attracts a large audience/ 

Elementss of the content analysis and research questions 

Thee content analysis has several elements. All dimensions of the content analy-
siss are investigated in a cross-national comparative perspective. Comparisons 
aree made primarily between countries, but also between periods and types of 
Europeann news, and between news coverage of European political and eco-
nomicc issues and news coverage of domestic political and economic issues. 

VISIBILIT YY AND TOPICAL FOCUS. The first element establishes a baseline of the 
Europeann news coverage. The study investigates [a] the visibility and priority, 
andd [b] the topical agenda of European news on national television news. A 
previouss study relying on secondary data analysis suggested that the EU is pe-
ripherall  in national television news in Britain, Belgium, France, Italy, Ger-
manyy and Spain, with occasional peaks (Norris, 2000)/ Nothing is known, 
however,, about the television news coverage of European affairs in Denmark 
andd the Netherlands or whether the visibility of European news during differ-
entt periods and events is similar. 
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Basedd on these consideration the first research question asks: How visible is 
Europeann news compared to other political and economic news on the national 
televisionn news agendas? 

DOMESTICC OR EUROPEAN? The second element focuses on the extent to 
whichh European news is either domestic or European in focus. This is an im-
portantt aspect that has only been investigated in a systematic and broader 
cross-nationall  perspective in the 1979 European election campaign. Several 
scholarss agree that news and information provide an important impetus for 
thee emergence of European debates and a European public sphere (Hodess, 
1997;; Kevin, 2001; Kunelius & Sparks, 2001; Schlesinger, 1997). What is 
missingg in this discussion, however, is an operationalization of the public 
spheree and an empirically based discussion of the role played by news me-
diaa in this respect. One initial step was taken by Hodess (1997) in a compar-
ativee analysis of German and British news coverage of'Europe' where it was s 
concludedd that news was more national in orientation in both countries. 
Kevinn (2001), in an analysis of the national press coverage of the 1999 EP 
electionss in eight countries, concluded that the media did not contribute to 
creatingg a common sphere outside the national sphere. 

Lookingg from a domestic perspective, Gavin (2000), for example, found 
thatt the news coverage of economic issues in Britain was related to EU policies 
suggestingg that Europeanness is not only a dimension of news taking place out-
sidee the national arena, but also an integral part of domestic political communi-
cation.. In this study, the^atf of news stories about the EU is investigated and 
comparedd to other political and economic news. An indication of the focus of 
Europeann news is a prerequisite for any further advances in the discussions 
aboutt the implications of news for, for example, a European public sphere. The 
secondd research question is: To what extent is news about European affairs fo-
cusedd domestically or on the EU-level? 

FRAMESS IN THE NEWS COVERAGE. The third element of the content analysis 
iss an investigation of the 'framing of Europe' in the news. As discussed in Chap-
terr 2 the analysis centers on an investigation of the conflict and the economic con-
sequencessequences frames. The conflict frame emphasizes tension, disagreement, and 
conflictt between different entities, including individuals, groups, institutions, 
andd countries (Neuman et al., 1992; Price et al., 1997; Semetko & Valkenburg, 
2000).. The economic consequences frame presents an event or issue in terms of 
thee economic implications and ramifications that the event or issue may have 
forr individuals, groups, institutions or countries (Neuman et al., 1992; Semetko 
&&  Valkenburg, 2000). In addition, indicators of strategic news coverage of 
Europeann issues are explored. Strategic news has been defined as a focus on 
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winningg and losing, emphasis on language of war and games, focus on politi-
cianss and citizens as 'performers, critics and audiences', and focus on candidate 
stylee and perceptions (Jamieson, 1992). 

Thee current study takes a deductive approach to the investigation of frames 
inn the news (Tankard, 2001) and draws on multiple indicators for the investi-
gatingg the presence of the frames discussed above. The operationalizations and 
measurementt of the different frames are discussed elaborately in the Method 
sectionn below. Based on the considerations here and in Chapter 2, the third 
blockk of research questions are: 

-- To what extent is news about European affairs framed in terms of conflict? 
-- To what extent is news about European affairs framed in terms of economic 

consequences? ? 

-- To what extent is news about European affairs presented in terms of strat-
egy? ? 

ACTORSS AND TONE OF THE NEWS COVERAGE. The fourth element of the con-

tentt analysis addresses the visibilit y and depiction of actors in the news. Actors 
aree broadly understood as persons, organizations, institutions, political parties, 
candidatess etc. The presence and depiction of EU actors is compared to the visi-
bilit yy and depiction of other actors in political and economic news. The visibil-
ityy of political actors is a necessary condition for the functioning of political 
representationn in a democracy. Several studies investigate the visibility and 
evaluationn of actors in the news in national election campaigns (e.g., Klein-
nijenhuis,, Maurer, Kepplinger & Oegema, 2001; Kleinnijenhuis, Oegema, de 
Ridderr & Ruigrok, 1998; Norris et al., 1999; Schönbach, de Ridder & Lauf, 
2001;; Wilk e &C Reinemann, 2001). However, we know littl e about the visibilit y 
off  EU actors. There is no empirical evidence of how visible EU actors are or 
whetherr they are more or less visible than other (domestic) political actors (see 
Peterr & de Vreese (2002) for an EU-wide analysis of the visibilit y of actors dur-
ingg the 1999 European elections). The presence of EU-level versus domestic ac-
torss is also an important indicator of the degree of Europeanness in the national 
televisionn news coverage. 

Thee tone of the news coverage of actors in the news is potentially crucial for 
thee public evaluation of these actors. Evaluations of politicians have been inves-
tigatedd in content analyses of national politics (e.g., Caspari, Schönbach & 
Lauf,, 1999; Herr, 2002; McCombs, Lopez-Escobar & Llamas, 2000; Kepp-
linger,, 1998; Wilk e & Reinemann, 2001). These studies suggest that the news 
coveragee of candidates may significantly affect audiences' perceptions of these 
candidatess (e.g., Kiousis, Bantimaroudis & Ban, 2001; McCombs et al., 2000) 
andd under certain conditions even affect voting preferences and behavior 
(Herr,, 2002). Evaluations are, when predominantly and permanently negative, 
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consideredd to contribute to a decrease of citizens' participation in democratic 
processess (e.g., Kepplinger, 1998). To date, only one study has reported the 
directionall  bias of news about specific EU issues and a number of key European 
institutionss (Norris, 2000). No study so far has focused specifically on the eval-
uationn of EU representatives in news. It is therefore unclear whether EU repre-
sentativess are depicted neutrally, whether they are evaluated positively or 
negatively,, and how this compares to the evaluation of domestic political actors. 

Basedd on these gaps in previous research the fourth block of research ques-
tionss are: 
-- To what extent are European actors in national television news evaluated 

neutrallyy in comparison with other actors in the news? 
-- To what extent are European actors in national television news evaluated 

negativelyy in comparison with other actors in the news? 

Method d 

Thee content analysis focuses on main evening television news of the public 
broadcasterr and a private network in Britain, Denmark, and the Netherlands. 
Duringg the time of the research, these programs were scheduled as follows:5 BBC 
NineNine 0 'clockNews (21.00-21.30), 7^(18.30-18.50), DRTV TV-Avisen (21.00-21.30), 
TV2TV2 Nyhederne (19.00-19.25), NOS Journaal (20.00-20.25), and RTL4 Nieuws 
(19.30-19.55).. These news programs are the most widely watched evening news 
programss in all three countries. 

Alll  news programs were taped and coded manually. As recently demon-
stratedd manual coding of news is preferred to utilizing computer assisted analy-
sess of news archives for variables that go beyond, for example, simple word 
countss (Althaus et al., 2001). 

PERIODD OF STUDY. Introduction of the euro. News was analyzed during a 
five-weekk period surrounding the first-step introduction of the euro on January 
1,19999 (from December 14,1998 -January 17,1999). This five-week period is 
analyzedd to establish the visibility of the event in the news,6 In addition, a 
sub-samplee consisting of 10 days was selected for further analysis. This sample 
wass divided into two periods: one event-period around the introduction of the 
euroo (December 31,1998 -January 4,1999) and one constructed routine-period 
consistingg of five days in January 1999.7 This distinction was applied in order to 
comparee the visibility of the euro introduction with other topics in the news 
betweenn the two periods. 

EuropeanEuropean elections. News was analyzed during a two-week campaign period 
(fromm May 28 - June 9,1999) leading up to the European elections that were 
heldd in Britain, Denmark, and the Netherlands on June 10,1999 and on June 
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J3>> J999 i n m e remaining EU member states.8 A two-week period has previously 
beenn defined as the 'hot phase' in a European election campaign (Leroy & 
Siune,, 1994). 

EUU summits. News was analyzed around key EU Council summits in the pe-
riodd 1999-2000. The summits are held four times a year, twice during the spring 
andd twice during the fall, and are hosted by individual EU member states hold-
ingg the rotating EU presidency. The summits included in this study are 
Tamperee (October 1999) and Helsinki (December 1999) during the Finnish 
presidency,, Lisbon (March 2000) and Feira (June 2000) during the Portuguese 
presidency,, and Biarritz (October 2000) and Nice (December 2000) during the 
Frenchh presidency. For each of the summits, news was collected during 8-10 
dayy periods surrounding the summit and included both days before and after 
thee summit. The exact periods are: October 12-18 and December 7-13, 1999, 
Marchh 16-26 and June 19-25, 2000, and October 9-19 and December 4-14,2000.' 

RoutineRoutine weeks. News was selected during several weeks in the period 1999 and 
20000 to provide the opportunity to investigate news coverage of European af-
fairss in a non-event setting. Though the selected weeks represent different 
monthss and years, the sample is not, strictly speaking, random (RifFe, Lacy & 
Fico,, 1998). The sample includes a total of 63 days in the following periods: 
Novemberr 14-28,1999, February 21-27, 2000, April 3-9, 2000, May 8-14, 2000, 
Julyy 24-30, 2000, August 21-27, 2000, September 18-24, 2000, November 6-12, 
2 0 0 0 . '0 0 

C O D I NGG PROCEDURE. An international team of coders, mostly MA students in 
thee International MA program at the University of Amsterdam, who were na-
tivee speakers of English, Danish, and Dutch, coded the news stories." Coders 
weree trained and supervised centrally at The Amsterdam School of Communi-
cationss Research, University of Amsterdam by a team of principal investiga-
tors,, including the author. The codebooks used in the studies were repeatedly 
pre-tested.. During the coding process, coders were monitored closely and 
questionss were resolved at regular meetings and in supervision of individual 
coders.. For each country, the news stories were randomly assigned to the cod-
ers.. Because in cross-national comparative content analyses, potential inter-
countryy differences may result from insufficient coordination, the coder train-
erss were in almost daily contact to coordinate the coding in the groups and to 
resolvee problems (Peter & Lauf, 2003). Overall, the reliability of the coding, 
basedd on inter-coder reliability tests discussed below, was satisfactory. More in-
formationn about the procedure and the results of the tests are reported in the 
technicall  appendix (Appendix B). 

Despitee great efforts invested in the development and pre-testing of code-
books,, the recruitment, training, and supervision of native speaking coders, 
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andd caution in the handling of the volume of data, cross-national content ana-
lysess are challenging and cumbersome. These cautionary remarks notwith-
standing,, the high level of attention to issues of reliability and coding 
proceduress is an advancement compared to previous cross-national studies of, 
forr example, election news coverage where these issues are not addressed (e.g., 
Blumler,, 1983) or routine EU news coverage based on secondary analyses that 
didd not allow for coding reliability assessment (e.g., Norris, 2000). Explication 
off  methodological procedures and the provision of reliabilities are increasingly 
reportedd in content analyses in communication science (Riffe & Freitag, 1997)-
Thiss information allows for assessment of the data quality and enhances the 
generationn of theory based on content data. 

Thee unit of analysis and of coding in all studies was the news story, defined as 
aa semantic entity with at least one topic delimited from another story by a 
changee of topic.'1 During each period, all news stories in the entire news bulle-
tinn were coded. A total of n=io,790 news stories, representing some 321 hours of 
broadcasting,, were coded during the various periods." 

MEASURES.. Content analysis has been criticized for a lack of systematic analysis 
andd standardized, replicable categories as known from e.g. survey and experi-
mentall  research (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996). The variables used in this study 
includee variables previously applied in content analyses of news as well as new 
variabless designed for the purpose of this study. In the subsequent sections, the 
keyy measures for each component of the study are described. Additional infor-
mationn about the variables is in the technical appendix. 

EUROO STUDY. Topic. In order to study the visibility of the euro launch and po-
liticall  and economic topics in the news compared with other news, all news sto-
riess were coded using a detailed topic list with nine main categories and several 
pertinentt subcategories (see technical appendix). The same nine main catego-
riess are applied in all studies for reasons of comparability.'4 To assess the relative 
visibilityy of the different topics, the length of the news stories was measured. 
Thiss is a more accurate measure of the visibility of topics than the number of 
newss stories because the different programs are of varying length and some net-
workss opt for only a few rather lengthy stories whereas others opt for more and 
shorterr stories. The length-based measure is applied in all the components of 
thee content analysis. 

Focus.Focus. To investigate the focus of news a distinction was made between (1) 
newss stories focusing on the country of the news outlet (domestically focused), 
(2)) stories focused on the EU level, (3) stories with an international, but non-EU 
levell  focus. An additional residual category for news stories without a specific 
focuss was also included. For example a story on Dutch television dealing with a 
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topicc that takes place in the Netherlands was coded as i. A story on the British 
newss about EU drug policies was coded as 2. A story on the Danish news about a 
meetingg between the Israeli Prime Minister and the US president was coded as 
3.. A story about, for example fishing quotas in the Atlantic Ocean that has no 
tiess to any specific location, was coded in the residual category. These four cate-
goriess are applied in all studies in this book for reasons of comparability. 

NewsNews frames. For the operationalization of the conflict and the economic 
consequencess frames, measures developed by Semetko and Valkenburg (2000) 
weree applied. Multiple-item scales are used to investigate the presence of the 
frames.. The conflict frame scale was operationalized with four items, for exam-
ple:: "Does the news story reflect disagreement between parties/individu-
als/groups/countries?'"**  The economic consequences frame scale was measured 
withh three items, for example: "Is there a mention of the costs/degree of expense 
involved?"." " 

Thee questions were answered with yes (1) or no (o) and were applied to all 
politicall  and economic news stories. For each of the two frames, scales were 
formedd by adding the scores of each item and dividing it by the number of 
items.. Thus the values of each scale range from 0.00 (frame not present) to 1.00 
(framee present). A high score on the conflict scale means that the story is pre-
sentedd in a fashion that emphasizes the disagreement between story actors and 
theirr reproaching one another. Typically, such a story referred to two or more 
sidess of a problem, and/or stressed the achievement of one story actor versus an-
other.. A high score on the economic consequences scale indicate presentation 
off  a story in terms of expenses, financial gains and losses, and general economic 
consequencess of an action. 

Actors.Actors. An actor was defined as an individual (or organization/ institution/ 
entityy etc.) "who is an essential part of the content of the story [...] and who is 
mentionedd or shown in the news story".1 Up to six actors could be coded per 
story.. Each actor was coded according to a detailed actor list. In the presenta-
tionn of the results, the actors are recoded in to nine main categories. The main 
categoriess were: 'EU actors' (e.g, (members of) EU institutions and EU parlia-
mentarians),, 'Domestic government' (e.g., (prime) ministers, members of gov-
ernmentt parties), 'Domestic political actors' (e.g., members of opposition 
partiess in national parliament), 'National institutions' (e.g., courts, army, and 
police),, 'Organizations' (e.g., companies, trade unions, human right organiza-
tions),, 'Non-organized actors' (e.g., individuals, pensioners, celebrities, ex-
perts,, victims), 'Other EU-country actor' (e.g., British actors appearing in 
Danishh news and Dutch actors on British news), 'International level actor' 
(e.g.,, US president, Russian president, and Middle East actors), and a residual 
'Other'' category. These categories are applied in all content studies reported in 
thiss book for reasons of comparability. 
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ActorActor evaluation. To investigate the tone of the news towards both EU actors 
andd other actors, explicit judgments of story actors were coded. For each actor 
inn the story it was coded whether this news story was either neutral (i.e. no eval-
uation),, unfavorable, mixed, or favorable from the perspective of the actor. In 
thee analysis a distinction is made between the share of neutral stories (i.e. stories 
inn which no evaluations appear) and an average tone towards different actors. 
Thee average tone measure is computed per country. The measure is calculated 
byy subtracting the number of negative evaluations from the number of positive 
evaluationss and dividing this sum with total number of appearances of this ac-
torr group. The average tone therefore ranges for all groups of actors, irregardless 
off  the number of appearances, from -1 to +1. If, for example, EU actors appear 
500 times in a period, we may find that in 30 of these instances, the actor is not 
evaluatedd (i.e. 60% neutral). If the EU actors are evaluated favorably in 4 cases, 
mixedd in 4, and unfavorably in 12, the average tone would be ((4 - 12) / 50) 
(numberr of positive evaluations minus number of negative evaluations divided 
byy the total number of appearances) = ((-8)/5o) = -.i6.'K It should be noted in ad-
vancee that the interpretation of the actor evaluation mean should be cautionary 
givenn the low number of cases in some analyses. This measure of actor evalua-
tionss is applied in all studies. 

EUROPEANN ELECTION STUDY. Given the relative low visibility of the European 
electionss in the national news programs and the limited number of stories (see 
Chapterr 3 and the results below), the analysis of the European election cam-
paignn concentrates on the general news environment, the specific television 
newss campaign agenda, as well as actors and their evaluations."' 

Topic.Topic. To investigate the general news environment during the campaign, 
thee topic of each news story was determined. For reasons of comparability, the 
topicss were recoded into the same categories outlined above for the euro study 
(withh the first category labeled 'News about the European elections' rather than 
'Newss about the euro'). News about the elections was defined as stories men-
tioningg the elections and// or the campaign. Examples of such stories are stories 
dealingg with candidate profiles, election strategies, polls, expected turnout, and 
partyy and candidate issue positions. In addition, a separate category for all news 
storiess dealing with the Kosovo conflict was included. Because of the limited 
numberr of news stories dealing specifically with the elections, the topic of each 
newss story about the elections was also registered by means of key words to pro-
videe a more detailed account of the campaign coverage. 

Actors.Actors. To qualify as a story actor, a person, group, or institution had to be ei-
therr depicted and mentioned at least once, or quoted and verbally mentioned, 
orr mentioned verbally at least twice. Actors were then selected for coding in 
termss of their importance for the story (operationalized as amount of informa-
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tionn given about a particular actor, frequency of being mentioned, visibility , 

andd quotes by a particular actor). ° Up to six actors could be coded per story, but 

thee same actor was coded only once per story. The actors were recoded into 

broaderr categories identical to the ones outlined above for the euro study. 

ActorActor evaluation. Evaluation of EU actors and other actors was assessed by 
codingg explicit judgments of story actors. The coding categories were o (neu-
tral),, i (unfavorable), 2 (mixed), and 3 (favorable). An average tone was calcu-
latedd using the same procedure as described above for the euro study. 

SUMMI TT AND ROUTINE STUDY. These two components of the content analysis 

weree carried out simultaneously, using the same procedure, same team of cod-
ers,, and an identical codebook. The measures are therefore discussed together 
andd the reliabilities were assessed in the same inter-coder reliability test which in-
cludedd randomly selected stories from both the summit and the routine periods. 

Topic.Topic. In order to study the visibility of European news compared with other 
typess of news, all news stories were coded using a detailed topic list. The topic 
wass recoded using the nine main categories outlined above and used in the euro 
andd the election study. A screening question determining whether the story was 
aboutt the EU, and/ or any of its policies or institutions was applied (see techni-
call  appendix). 

Focus.Focus. The focus of the story was determined by assessing "where does the 
storyy or the actions it depicts (mainly) take place (in terms of prominence in the 
storyy or length)?" A detailed list of locations was recoded into the same catego-
riess used in the euro study. In the presentation of the data comparisons are 
madee between the focus of EU stories versus other political stories. The defini-
tionn of "other political stories" includes local, national and international poli-
tics. . 

NewsNews frames. For the investigation of the framing of European news the mea-
suress discussed above (see euro study) were used." Given the findings from the 
firstfirst study (the euro study, see Results section below), it was decided to focus 
thee analysis on the framing of European news in terms of conflict because the 
economicc consequences frames was found only to play a substantial role in the 
framingg of the euro launch but not in other news stories. This also concurs with 
thee findings from Chapter 3 in which newsmakers repeatedly identified the 
presencee of conflict and disagreement as a key characteristic of an event or issue 
forr it to be selected for the news. A multiple-item scale was formed by adding 
thee scores of each item and dividing it by the number of relevant items. Thus 
thee values of the conflict scale range from 0.00 (frame not present) to 1.00 
(framee present). 

PresencePresence of strategy news. Two dichotomous indicators (coded as o (not pres-
ent)) or 1 (present) were used to investigate the presence of strategic news. The 
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twoo items were derived from Cappella and Jamieson (1997):" "Does the story 
mentionn a person's, group's, institution's or organization's presentation and 
stylee of how, in which way, in which manner they handle an issue?" and "Does 
thee story mention that an action of a person, group, institutions or organization 
wass taken in order to stabilize, consolidate or enhance his/ hers/ its position, in 
orderr to make him/ her/ it look better in public opinion or in the political 
arena?". . 

Actors.Actors. To qualify as a story actor, a person, group, or institution had to be ei-
therr mentioned and depicted and/ or quoted at least once, or (in news stories 
withoutt film), mentioned twice. A main actor was then selected in terms of im-
portancee in the story (operationalized as amount of information given about a 
particularr actor, frequency of being mentioned, visibility , and quotes by a par-
ticularr actor). Remaining actors were coded in their order of appearance up to 
thee maximum of six actors. The actors were recoded into broader categories 
identicall  to the ones outlined above for the euro and the election study. 

ActorActor evaluation. Evaluation of EU actors and other actors was assessed by 
codingg explicit judgments of story actors. The coding categories were o (neu-
tral),, 1 (unfavorable), 2 (mixed), and 3 (favorable). The percentage of neutral 
storiess (i.e. with no explicit evaluation) and an average tone was calculated us-
ingg the same procedure as described above for the euro and the election study. 

Results s 

Inn the presentation of the results all research questions are dealt with for each of 

thee components in the study. In the summary at the end of the chapter general-

izationss are made and specific aspects of the different types of event/ periods are 

discussed. . 

T H EE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO: A SMOOTH OPERATION. The first-step in-

troductionn of the common European currency in January 1999 was a success. 
Nonee of the scenarios of crashing stock markets or panic came through and the 
newss during the period reflected this. The first research question deals with the 
visibilit yy of the launch of the euro and the share of political and economic news 
comparedd to other news. An analysis of the general news environment during 
thee time of the launch showed that during this five-week period, the introduc-
tionn of the euro took up between 2% (/T/V) and 7% (DR) of the news in terms of 
thee amount of time. The share of political and economic news (euro launch, 
economy,, and politics) was similar across all news outlets and varied between 
43%% (RTL) and 54% (NOS) with BBC (53%), 777V (45%), DR (48%), and TV2 

(52%)) in between. 
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Figuree 4.1 gives an impression of how the news about the launch of the euro 
wass distributed during the five-week period. Figure 4.1 shows that the euro as a 
topicc was virtually absent until a week before the introduction and vanished 
fromm the news within a week after the launch. 

Figuree 4 . 1 . Percentage o f news about the launch of the euro from December 14, 1998 thru 

Januaryy 1 7, 1999. The coverage o f the euro peaks and vanishes. 

Stockk exchanges 

Ass described above, the remaining analyses focus on two five-day periods. One 
'eventt period' around the introduction and one constructed 'routine period'. 
Thee amount of time news in each country devoted to different topics in the 
televisionn news coverage during the routine news period and the period sur-
roundingg the launch of the euro (the event period) was compared. Table 4.1 
showss that during the routine news period, the amount of time spent on politi-
call  and economic topics ranged from a low of 49% of the news in Denmark to a 
highh of 60% in the Netherlands, with Britain (56%) in between. Apart from 
politicall  and economic news, societal stories (such as stories about crime, trials, 
povertyy or sensations without political or economic implications) took up a 
considerablee portion of time in the four countries. During the routine news pe-
riod,, this ranged from 18% in the Netherlands to 29% in Denmark with Britain 
(23%)) in between.'4 
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Tablee 4 . 1 . Percentage o f time devoted to different topics in British, Danish, and Dutch news 

during'event'' and 'routine' period surrounding the January 1999 euro launch 

BritainBritain Denmark The Netherlands 

Euroo intro 

Economy y 

Politics s 

Society y 

Sociall welfare/ 
educationn etc. 

Agriculture/ / 
environmentt etc. 

Disasters s 

Sports/ / 
Weather r 

Other r 

Tott percentage 

Totall time (sec) 

Event:Event: euro 

introintro (n = 91) 

20 0 

3 3 

31 1 

10 0 

1 1 

1 1 

16 6 

17 7 

0 0 

99 9 

7426 6 

Routine Routine 

(n(n = 122) 

1 1 

5 5 

51 1 

23 3 

8 8 

2 2 

2 2 

8 8 

0 0 

100 0 

14408 8 

Event: Event: 

introintro (n 

26 6 

2 2 

10 0 

30 0 

18 8 

6 6 

6 6 

3 3 

1 1 

102 2 

?uro ?uro 

== 94) 

10217 7 

Routine Routine 

(n-(n- 115) 

5 5 

10 0 

34 4 

29 9 

9 9 

3 3 

7 7 

7 7 

0 0 

101 1 

15010 0 

Event:Event: euro 

introintro (n^ 115) 

23 3 

5 5 

23 3 

26 6 

1 1 

2 2 

7 7 

13 3 

3 3 

102 2 

9871 1 

Routine Routine 

(n(n = 123) 

2 2 

10 0 

48 8 

18 8 

4 4 

1 1 

1 1 

13 3 

2 2 

99 9 

11277 7 

Note,, n refers to number o f stories. Total percentages unequal 100% due to rounding. Table based on de 

Vreeseett al . (2001). 

Inn each country, during the event period (coinciding with the New Year cele-
brations),, there was somewhat less political and economic coverage than dur-
ingg the routine period. During the event period, 38% of news in Denmark was 
devotedd to political and economic topics, including the introduction of the 
euro,, and this reached 51% in the Netherlands and 54% in Britain. A consider-
ablee portion of the political and economic news during the event period was 
devotedd to the introduction of the euro, ranging from one-fifth in Britain 
(20%)) to about one-fourth in Denmark (26%) and the Netherlands (23%). 
Thee major political and economic event did not increase the overall amount of 
timee devoted to political and economic news in any of the countries studied. 
Thee coverage of the euro was entirely event driven and almost disappeared en-
tirelyy in the immediate aftermath of the launch. 

Thee next question deals with the focus of news about the euro launch compared 
too the focus of other political and economic stories. 
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Figur ee 4 . 2 . Focu s o f new s storie s abou t th e euro  launch  an d other  political  and economic  news. 

Eur oo launc h storie s hav e a predominan t domesti c focu s bu t are mor e EU-focuse d 

tha nn othe r politica l an d economi c news . 

100% % 

80% % 
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news(n-13)) (n -85) news(n-18) (n-63) news(n = 17) (n-100) 

Figuree 4.2 shows that news stories about the launch of the euro were more do-
mesticallyy focused than EU-focused. However, the stories about the launch of 
thee euro were more EU-focused than other political and economic stories in the 
samee period which was primarily of domestic nature. 

Thee emphasis on conflict and economic consequences frames in political 
andd economic news and news about the introduction of the euro was analyzed. 
Tablee 4.2 displays the mean visibilit y of the frames, distinguishing between all 
political/economicc news stories and stories about the euro. Conflict was more 
prominentt in political/ economic news stories in all three countries compared 
too economic consequences (with the visibility of the frame ranging from M = .35 
(SD(SD = .33) in the Netherlands, M= .42 (SD = .30) in Britain to M = .43 (SD = .33) 
inn Denmark). When looking at stories about the introduction of the euro, the 
reversee is the case: conflict was less important than economic consequences in 
thesee stories. 

Danishh journalists put a stronger economic consequences spin on the cov-
eragee of all news than their British and Dutch counterparts. In Denmark eco-
nomicc consequences were most visible in the stories about the introduction 
off  the euro M= .37 (SD = .24) and although less evident in political/economic 
storiess M = .24 (SD = .jtfjthey were nevertheless more visible than in Britain 
(wheree the comparable figures were M = .15 (SD = .22) for stories about the in-
troductionn of the euro and M = .09 (SD = .22) for political/economic stories). 
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Tablee 4.2. Presence o f conflict and economic consequences frame in British, Danish, and 

Dutchh news. The conflict frame dominated in political/economic stories while 

thee economic consequences frame dominated in news about the euro launch. 

Britain n 

Denmark k 

Thee Netherlands 

Conflict Conflict 

Political/Political/ economic 

storiesstories (n = 344) 

.42 2 
(.30) ) 

(n-85) ) 

.43 3 
(.33) ) 

(n-63) ) 

.35 5 
(.33) ) 

(n=100) ) 

Euro Euro introduction introduction 

storiesstories (n = 66) 

.19 9 

(-29) ) 

(n-13) ) 

.19 9 
(.30) ) 

(n-18) ) 

.10 0 
(.29) ) 

(n-17) ) 

EconomicEconomic consequences 

Political/Political/ economic 

storiesstories (n = 344) 

.09 9 
(.22) ) 

(n-85) ) 

.24 4 
(.38) ) 

(n=63) ) 

.17 7 
(.24) ) 

(n-100) ) 

EuroEuro introduction 

storiesstories (n = 66) 

.15 5 
(.22) ) 

(n-13) ) 

.37 7 
(.24) ) 

(n=18) ) 

.20 0 
(.30) ) 

(n-17) ) 

Note.. Data entries are mean scores on the frame scales, figures in parentheses indicate standard deviati-

onss and number o f cases. Table based on de Vreese et al. (2001). 

Inn framing the introduction of the euro in terms of economic consequences, Dan-
ishh news emphasized the implications of the launch for the domestic 
macro-economyy and for individual businesses. Danish TV-Avisen, for example, 
openedd its bulletin on January 4, 1999 with a story about a company whose 
competitivee position was allegedly threatened by the introduction of the euro 
whichh would give international competitors an advantage in terms of currency 
stabilityy and savings on money transfers. In Denmark, the euro was seen as a 
majorr market player and the introduction was watched with some anxiety and 
trepidation.. One Danish journalist put it this way: " The debut of the euro on the 
worldworld stage marks one of the most important steps towards a United States of Eu-
rope."rope." Leading politicians were»openly in favor of joining the common cur-
rencyy as soon as possible and it was public opinion and opposition groups that, 
inn the government's view, were holding the country back. The Danish Prime 
Ministerr was seen saying: " We need to be in and the sooner the better." The Mi n-
isterr of Finance echoed this view: " We do not want to have another referendum 
untiluntil public opinion says the answer will  be 'yes". 

Journalistss in Britain and the Netherlands were less focused on economic 
consequencess than their counterparts in Denmark, and this was evident in both 
political// economic stories as well as stories about the introduction of the euro. 
Dutchh news highlighted the conversion work in the financial sector, but was 
lesss concerned with the economic consequences of the euro for the Dutch econ-
omy.. The only mention of economic consequences was the implications for 
businessess forced to do extra hours to complete conversion and software. NOS 
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openedd with the headline "Spectacular introduction of the euro' but the lead 
storyy began " The most spectacular (with a visual of champagne corks popping) 
waswas that there was nothing spectacular at all'. The only emphasis on conflict in 
thee Dutch news concerned the 'political disagreement' around the Wim 
Duisenbergg ' issue'/' M)Sdescribed the problem this way: " TheDuisenbergissue 

isis a typical example of the European Union. The economy is fine, but the political 

disagreementdisagreement constantly threatens to disrupt'' RTL4 News reported in a similar 
vein:: " The turbulence around Duisenberg does not say a lot about the stability of the 

newnew currency, but it does say a great deal about the political weaknesses in this coop-

eration.eration. The big test will  come when a country does not follow the agreements on fi-

nancenance policy, creates disputes, and threatens the euro." 

Britainn discussed the launch of the euro in terms of the potential economic 
repercussionss for the British pound. Though economic consequences were not 
att the forefront of the coverage, reporters at both the BBC and ITN mentioned 
thee future prospect of a diminished role for the British pound on the world 
markett and noted that it may stand on the sidelines while future battles would 
bee waged between the US dollar and the euro. 

Thee final aspect of the investigation of television news during the time of the in-
troductionn of the euro deals with the visibilit y and evaluation of actors in the 
news.. The analysis is based on the coding of actors in the news. In Table 4.3 a 
distinctionn is made between actors appearing in stories specifically about the 
launchh of the euro and actors appearing in other political and economic news 
duringg that period. 

Tablee 4.3 shows that in all countries there were more EU-level actors in sto-
riess about the euro than in other political and economic news. The analysis also 
showedd that the majority of the actors in the euro stories in all three countries 
weree either 'organizations', typically representing the financial sector, or 'non-
organizedd actors', typically citizens on the street sharing their perception of the 
introductionn or experts predicting the consequences of the introduction. These 
twoo categories taken together represented between 48% (Britain) and 68% 
(Denmark)) of the actors. Only few domestic political actors (government or 
opposition)) were present in the euro introduction stories, suggesting the rather 
a-politicall  nature of the event. 

Inn the other political and economic news, organizations and non-organized 
actorss also dominated. Domestic political actors were more present in the other 
politicall  and economic news as were international level actors who were typi-
callyy US politicians appearing in news stories about the impeachment of US 
presidentt Clinton which happened during the period of the study. 

Turningg to the evaluation of the different actors (Table 4.4) it can be seen 
thatt EU actors were most often not evaluated, i.e. were treated neutrally, in be-
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tweenn 62% (Britain) to 79% (The Netherlands) of the cases. If EU actors were 
evaluated,, this was mostly in a negative direction which leads to a modest aver-
agee tone measure of-.08 in Britain, .00 in Denmark, and -.21 in the Nether-
lands.6 6 

Tablee 4.4 also shows that domestic political actors, both government and 
opposition,, were treated neutrally in between 54% and 94% of the cases. If do-
mesticc politicians were evaluated, this was (with the exception of non-govern-
mentall  actors in the Netherlands) consistently in a moderate negative 
direction.. The overall tone measure ranged from -.31 (Danish government) to 
-.088 (British government). Comparing the evaluation of EU as well as domestic 
politicall  actors, two patterns emerge: first, the country differences are only neg-
ligiblee and do not appear to be systematic. Second, the pattern of evaluation 
(i.e.. the percentage neutral and overall directional bias) is very similar between 
EUU actors and domestic political actors suggesting that the two types of actors 
weree not depicted systematically different in the news during the time of the 
launchh of the euro. 

Tablee 4.3. Percentag e o f actor s in the euro launc h period , in euro news and othe r politica l / economi c news . 
EUU level actor s are mor e prominen t in euro storie s than in othe r political / economi c news . 
Organization ss and non-organize d actor s (e.g., citizens ) dominat e the euro stories . 

Britain Britain 

EUU level 

Domesti c c 
governmen t t 

Domesti c c 
politica ll  acto r 

Nationa l l 
institution s s 

Organization s s 

Non-organize d d 
actor s s 

Othe rr  EU 
countr yy  acto r 

Internationa l l 
level l 

Other r 

Tota l l 

EuroEuro stories 

("'21) ("'21) 

24 4 

5 5 

10 0 

10 0 

48 8 

0 0 

10 0 

0 0 

5 5 

102 2 

OtherOther political 

storiesstories (n=129) 

6 6 

18 8 

10 0 

4 4 

17 7 

21 1 

0 0 

20 0 

4 4 

100 0 

Denmark Denmark 

11 1 

57 7 

5 5 

99 9 

17 7 

35 5 

15 5 

6 6 

101 1 

TheThe Netherlands 

EuroEuro stories Other political Euro stories 

(n-37)(n-37) stones (n=167) (n=37) 

14 4 

OtherOther political 

storiesstories (n=253) 

11 1 

4 4 

54 4 

5 5 

0 0 

5 5 

0 0 

100 0 

28 8 

19 9 

4 4 

18 8 

3 3 

101 1 

Note:: The base for the percentages is the total number of actors in the different types of stories, e.g., 129 actors in 'other poli 
ticall stories' in Britain. 
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Tabl ee 4.4. Evaluation o f actors in the news in the euro launch period. EU-actors are either evaluated neutrally 

orr slightly negative and this is comparable to the evaluation o f other actors. 

EUU level 

Domes t i c c 

gove rnmen t t 

Domes t i c c 

po l i t i ca ll a c t o r 

N a t i o n a l l 

i ns t i t u t i ons s 

O rgan i za t i ons s 

Non -o rgan i zed d 

actors s 

O t h e rr EU 

c o u n t r yy a c t o r 

I n te rna t i ona l l 

level l 

Genera l iza t ions s 

O t h e r r 

n n 

13 3 

24 4 

13 3 

7 7 

32 2 

27 7 

2 2 

26 6 

5 5 

1 1 

BritainBritain (n= ISO) 

Percentage Percentage 

neutral neutral 

62 2 

63 3 

77 7 

72 2 

66 6 

855 + 

100 0 

50 0 

Tone Tone 

. 08 8 

.08 8 

.15 5 

0 0 

. 3 4 4 

.15 5 

0 0 

.31 1 

n n 

8 8 

13 3 

15 5 

13 3 

32 2 

80 0 

7 7 

25 5 

0 0 

0 0 

DenmarkDenmark (n=204) 

Percentage Percentage 

neutral neutral 

73 3 

5 4 4 

93 3 

54 4 

66 6 

50 0 

57 7 

52 2 

Tone Tone 

0 0 

- .31 1 

- .07 7 

++ .08 

++ .09 

++ .13 

- .67 7 

- .08 8 

The) The) 

n n 

33 3 

15 5 

17 7 

22 2 

90 0 

49 9 

9 9 

48 8 

7 7 

0 0 

NetherlandsNetherlands (n 

Percentage Percentage 

neutral neutral 

79 9 

87 7 

94 4 

96 6 

70 0 

67 7 

67 7 

83 3 

=290) =290) 

Tone Tone 

- .21 1 

- .13 3 

++ .06 

- .05 5 

- .09 9 

- .18 8 

- .22 2 

- .08 8 

Note:: The base for the percentages is the total number o f actors in all stories, e.g., 150 actors in Britain 

T H EE 1999 EUROPEAN ELECTIONS: VOTER APATHY AND FRAUD. Given the var-

iationn in editorial policies and application of news selection criteria in the 
newsroomm of the different news programs (see Chapter 3), one would expect 
differencess in the actual priority given to the campaign in the bulletins of the 
differentt networks. First, to provide a backdrop against which to understand 
thee campaign coverage Table 4.5 is an overview of the news environment dur-
ingg the campaign. 

Thee first observation is that the European elections took up between 1-2% 
(thee Netherlands), 5-7% (Britain) and 11-17% (Denmark) of the news during 
thee campaign (Table 4.5). Across all countries, the Kosovo conflict and the ne-
gotiatedd peace treaty dominated the news and took up between 24% and 56% 
off  the total news. In the Netherlands, domestic politics was also strongly pres-
entt given a government crisis during the campaign. 
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Tablee 4.5. News agenda during 1999 European election campaign (May 29 - June 9, 1999). The Kosovo 

conflictt dominated the campaign and the visibility o f the elections in the news ranged from 1 -17%. 

BritainBritain Denmark The Netherlands 

BBC(n=132)BBC(n=132) ITV(n=122) DR(n=l31) 7V2(n-U1) NOS(n=90) RTL(n=129) 

European n 
elections s 

Economy y 

Politics s 

Kosovoo conflict 

Society y 

Sociall welfare/ 
educationn etc. 

Agriculture/ / 
environmentt etc. 

Disasters s 

Sports// Weather 

Other r 

Tott percentage 

Totall time (sec) 

7 7 

3 3 

10 0 

56 6 

5 5 

1 1 

4 4 

1 1 

13 3 

1 1 

100 0 

13,928 8 

5 5 

3 3 

9 9 

44 4 

15 5 

2 2 

4 4 

2 2 

16 6 

0 0 

100 0 

11,858 8 

17 7 

3 3 

13 3 

28 8 

20 0 

4 4 

10 0 

3 3 

1 1 

0 0 

99 9 

16,177 7 

11 1 

3 3 

11 1 

35 5 

22 2 

4 4 

8 8 

2 2 

3 3 

1 1 

100 0 

17,522 2 

2 2 

5 5 

28 8 

35 5 

19 9 

2 2 

4 4 

6 6 

1 1 

0 0 

102 2 

11,381 1 

1 1 

3 3 

30 0 

24 4 

17 7 

1 1 

10 0 

3 3 

3 3 

6 6 

98 8 

11,932 2 

Note,, n refers to the number o f stories. Total percentages unequal 1 00% due to rounding errors. 

Inn general, the visibilit y of the campaign was low to modest in all countries. 
Thiss assessment, however, is relative. No comparable measures are available for 
televisionn news in the previous European election campaigns. One indicator 
suggestss that during the campaign for the 1979 European elections, between 40 
(thee Netherlands) and 100 (Britain and Denmark) minutes in the news bulle-
tinss of the public broadcasters were devoted to the European elections (Kelly & 
Siune,, 1983). For the 1999 European elections, the public broadcasters devoted 
155 (BBC), 4 (NOS Journaal), and 47 (DR TV-Aviseri) minutes respectively. The 
proportionn of election news as part of the total news varied from a high 17% at 
DR'mDR'm Denmark to a low 1% at RTL in the Netherlands who, together with NOS, 

neglectedd the elections and both channels carried only one story on June 9, the 
dayy before the elections.7 

Lookingg specifically at the news coverage of the elections, strong cross-national 
differencess were found. Table 4.6 provides an overview of the issues covered in the 
newss in all three countries. The Dutch news programs neglected the European 
electionss and each channel carried only one obligatory story at the end of the 
newss program reminding the electorate about the elections. Both of these Dutch 
storiess emphasized the lack of voter interest and the anticipated low turnout. 
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Britishh news was primarily concerned with the euro, the Conservatives' 'no' 
policyy on this issue, and the anticipated electoral apathy. BBC and ITN did not 
differr substantially in their perspective on the campaign, though ITN gave more 
roomm to the expected abstention rate whereas the BBC seemed to up-play the 
'euroo battleground'. A BBC senior political correspondent commented: 

"Wee ended up paying a lot of attention to the euro. Particularly we, but also the 
government,, were driven by the agenda set by the Opposition. Because they 
weree the ones campaigning most vigorously, they ended up setting the agenda 
forr everybody else and they did very well. As a result, as they were the only peo-
plee really setting an agenda, and the Government was choosing not to set an 
agenda,, it was the Conservative agenda we followed." 

Inn Denmark, the agendas of DR and TV2 differed considerably. TV2 dealt with 

expectedd low turnout, visited Italy, and addressed the fact that many 'celebri-

ties',, authors, and sport stars run for the European elections. DR visited Britain 

andd Germany, covered two public debates about the elections, but paid the 

strongestt attention to the fraud/ corruption issue. The Head of the Political 

Unitt commented: 

"Wee responded to reality. Fact is, which perhaps is sad, that [i ] there is hardly 
anyy interest for these elections, [2] the politicians have a very hard time selling 
anythingg with reference to the European Parliament, and [3] we know from 
otherr news and our own research that fraud and the lack of working discipline 
inn the Parliament are the most important issues to the audience". 

Turningg to the actors in the election news stories and in other political and eco-

nomicc news during the campaign, there was, as a function of the cross-national 

variationn in the number of stories, a very limited number of actors in election 

storiess in the Netherlands (n=n) and Britain (n =45) and more in Denmark 

(n=io8). . 
Tablee 4.7 shows that in Britain, election news was dominated by domestic 

politicall  actors (78%) whereas in Denmark and the Netherlands EU-level actors 
dominatedd the news (68% and 64% respectively). However, almost three out 
fourr of all EU-level actors in the Danish news were domestically based candi-
datess for the European Parliament and could therefore also be considered as do-
mesticc actors. For the Netherlands, it is inappropriate to draw any conclusions 
givenn the low number of election stories. 

Inn the remaining political and economic news during the campaign, interna-
tionall  level actors dominated in all three countries. These were typically actors 
relatedd to the Kosovo conflict, such as representative from NATO. EU level ac-
torss are virtually absent from stories that do not deal specifically with the Euro-
peann elections. In the Netherlands, a substantial amount of actors in the news 
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weree domestic politicians, both government and opposition, who featured fre-
quentlyy in relation to the Dutch governmental crisis. 

Thee evaluation of EU actors (Table 4.8) during the election campaign was 
predominantlyy neutral, ranging from 63% stories without an evaluation of EU 
actorss in the Netherlands to 86% in Britain. When evaluations were made, 
thesee varied from an overall tone measure of \oo' in the Netherlands to a mod-
estt positive directional bias in Britain (+.07) and a modest negative directional 
biass in Denmark (-.11). 

Internationall  level actors, typically present in Kosovo-related stories, were 
mostlyy not evaluated (62-87%), but when evaluated this was with a modest, 
thoughh consistently negative direction (ranging from -.06 to -.12). This pattern 
iss very much the same for the evaluation of domestic governments. In Britain 
andd Denmark these were not evaluated in 63% and 79% of the cases and re-
ceivedd a modest overall negative coverage (-.11 and -.17). The Dutch govern-
mentt was evaluated in almost half of the news stories and received, overall, 
consistentt negative evaluations (-.33). In sum, during the campaign for the Eu-
ropeann elections, EU actors, when featuring in the news, were evaluated in a 
fashionn comparable to the pattern found for international as well as domestic 
politicall  actors, or even marginally less negative. 

Tablee 4.7. Percentage o f actors in television news (election news and other political news) during the 1999 
Europeann election campaign. 

Britain Britain Denmark Denmark TheThe Netherlands 

ElectionElection stories Other political Election stories Other political Election stories Other political 

(n=45)(n=45) stories (n=323) (n=108) stories (n=386) (n=11) stories (n=410) 

EUU level 

Domestic c 
government t 

Domestic c 
politicall actor 

National l 
institutions s 

Organizations s 

Non-organized d 
actors s 

Otherr EU 
countryy actor 

International l 
level l 

Other r 

Total l 

4 4 

9 9 

78 8 

0 0 

4 4 

4 4 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

99 9 

12 2 

37 7 

0 0 

10 0 

68 8 

6 6 

0 0 

97 7 

3 3 

16 6 

11 1 

17 7 

6 6 

12 2 

24 4 

0 0 

100 0 

64 4 

0 0 

9 9 

18 8 

0 0 

100 0 

3 3 

28 8 

11 1 

10 0 

5 5 

6 6 

33 3 

0 0 

100 0 

Note:: The base for the percentages is the totat number of actors in the different types of stories. 
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Tablee 4.8. Evaluation of actors in television news (election news and other political news) in the 1999 European 

electionn campaign. 

EUU level 

Domestic c 
government t 

Domestic c 
politicall actor 

National l 
institutions s 

Organizations s 

Non-organized d 
actors s 

Otherr EU 
countryy actor 

International l 
level l 

Generalizations s 

Other r 

n n 

14 4 

19 9 

61 1 

15 5 

48 8 

54 4 

39 9 

118 8 

0 0 

0 0 

BritainBritain (n=368) 

Percentage Percentage 
neutral neutral 

866 + 

63 3 

56 6 

100 0 

60 0 

87 7 

77 7 

70 0 

Tone Tone 

.07 7 

.11 1 

.02 2 

0 0 

.13 3 

.04 4 

.13 3 

.06 6 

n n 

103 3 

70 0 

45 5 

27 7 

72 2 

34 4 

50 0 

93 3 

0 0 

0 0 

DenmarkDenmark (n-494) 

Percentage Percentage 
neutral neutral 

77 7 

79 9 

84 4 

85 5 

83 3 

100 0 

88 8 

87 7 

Tone Tone 

-.11 1 

-.17 7 

-.11 1 

-.07 7 

-.13 3 

0 0 

-.02 2 

-.08 8 

The The 

N N 

19 9 

113 3 

46 6 

15 5 

42 2 

23 3 

26 6 

136 6 

1 1 

0 0 

NetherlandsNetherlands (n 

Percentage Percentage 
neutral neutral 

63 3 

57 7 

78 8 

67 7 

82 2 

100 0 

73 3 

62 2 

-421) -421) 

Tone Tone 

0 0 

-.33 3 

-.15 5 

-.20 0 

-.14 4 

0 0 

-.27 7 

-.12 2 

Note:: n refers to the number o f actors in all news stories (election news and other political news). 

SUMMITS:: STRUCTURED ROWS ON A REGULAR BASIS. When the European Heads 

off  Government meet twice every half year in the larger European cities for 
thee EU Council meeting, a road-show of journalists follow their trail and in 
thesee periods, the EU becomes an issue on the national television news agendas. 
Tablee 4.9 provides an overview of the general news environment during the six 
EUU Council summits held in the period October 1999 to December 2000/ 

Thee table is primarily aimed at providing a baseline for the amount of cover-
agee of the EU during the key moments of decision-making and negotiation as 
foundd during the summits. During the summit periods, the news programs de-
vote,, on average, about one-fourth to one-third of the time to political news, 
aroundd 10% to economic news and about one-fourth to societal topics such as 
crimee and court proceedings. Table 4.9 also shows that EU news takes up 
aroundd 4% of the news in Britain, between 4-6% in the Netherlands, and be-
tweenn 8-12% in Denmark/*  With the exception of Denmark, this finding con-
curss with a previous analysis of the visibility of the European Union in 
televisionn news in a report to the European Commission in which EU-stories 
weree found to peak around summits of the European council and represent 
aboutt 4-6% of the coverage during the summits (Norris, 2000, pp. 188-89). 
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Tabl ee 4.9. News agenda during EU summit periods in 1999 and 2000. EU news (primarily 

aboutt the summits) take up between 4-12% o f the news. 

EUU news 

Economy y 

Politics s 

Society y 

Sociall welfare/ 
educationn etc. 

Agriculture/ / 
environmentt etc. 

Disasters s 

Sports/Weather r 

Other r 

Tott percentage 

Totall time (sec) 

Britain Britain 

BBC BBC 

(n=544) (n=544) 

4 4 

12 2 

33 3 

21 1 

11 1 

5 5 

7 7 

8 8 

0 0 

101 1 

65,534 4 

/TV V 

(n=536) (n=536) 

4 4 

9 9 

26 6 

28 8 

5 5 

6 6 

9 9 

13 3 

0 0 

100 0 

57,834 4 

Denmark Denmark 

DR DR 

(n-694) (n-694) 

12 2 

12 2 

28 8 

24 4 

7 7 

5 5 

4 4 

7 7 

0 0 

99 9 

76,323 3 

TV2 TV2 

(n-663) (n-663) 

8 8 

10 0 

35 5 

27 7 

6 6 

6 6 

4 4 

4 4 

0 0 

100 0 

65,960 0 

TheThe Netherlands 

NOS NOS 

(n=562) (n=562) 

6 6 

5 5 

42 2 

23 3 

4 4 

7 7 

2 2 

9 9 

3 3 

101 1 

64,976 6 

RTL RTL 

(n=566) (n=566) 

4 4 

8 8 

38 8 

24 4 

5 5 

8 8 

3 3 

7 7 

3 3 

100 0 

49,849 9 

Note,, n refers to the number o f stories. Total percentages unequal 1 00% due to rounding errors. 

Lookingg at the coverage of the summits on a day-to-day basis it also becomes 
apparentt that in all programs in the three countries, news about the EU and its 
summitss enters the news agenda only during the days of the summit itself, with 
exceptionss of one or two stories broadcast a day or two in advance of the sum-
mit.. This pronounced and consistent pattern supports the suggestion that news 
aboutt the EU is cyclical: it enters the news agenda and vanishes immediately af-
terr the end of a specific event. 

Thee EU summits are recurring events that follow an almost identical format 
andd usually last for two-three days. To get a notion of the issues addressed at the 
summits,, the following table presents the most important issues of each sum-
mit,, as defined by the news programs. 

Tabl ee 4.10. Key issues during the EU summits 

FinlandFinland Fall 1999 Portugal Spring 2000 

TampereTampere Helsinki Lisbon Fiara 

FranceFrance Fall 2000 

BiaritzBiaritz Nice 

EUU enlargement 
Membershipp Turkey 

ITT in the EU EU reorganization 
Employmentt issues in the EU Negotiation of the Nice treaty 
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Duringg the period of analysis, one summit stands out as a particularly interest-
ingg case. The December 2000 summit hosted by France and held in Nice was 
longestt Council summit in the history of the European Union and lasted for 1,5 
dayss longer than scheduled. In the news coverage of the summit in Nice, all 
networkss emphasised the crucial nature of the event for the future enlargement 
andd development of the European Union. 

Thee analysis of the Nice summit highlights a specific characteristic of the 
newss coverage of EU summits. The summits take place in varying locations 
whichh implies that much of the news coverage is organized from these loca-
tions.. Summit coverage is therefore inherently EU-focused in nature. Nonethe-
less,, a substantial amount of the news coverage typically focuses on domestic 
reactionss to the summit: both to the issues of the summits and in assessments of 
thee negotiation success / failure of the national delegations. 

Figuree 4 . 3 . Focus o f news stor ies d u r i n g the 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 s u m m i t per iods . E U news d u r i n g the 

s u m m i tt per iods is h igh ly E U - f o c u s e d . O t h e r p o l i t i c a l / e c o n o m i c news is m o s t l y 

d o m e s t i c . . 

UKK EU UK pol DK EU DK pol NL EU news NL pol 

newss news news news (n=49) news 

(n=45)) (n=213) ( n - 1 3 2 ) ( n - 1 6 0 ) (n = 202) 

Note:: n refers to number o f stories 

Figuree 4.3 provides an overview of the focus of news stories during the summit 
periods.. A distinction is made between EU stories (essentially the summit cov-
erage)) and other domestic political news during the summit periods. The figure 
showss that EU stories during summit periods have a strong EU-level focus (57% 
inn Denmark and 73% in Britain and the Netherlands). Of the EU stories, be-
tweenn 31% (Denmark), 18% (Britain) and 6% (the Netherlands) have a domes-
ticc focus. In the remaining political and economic news, there is a domestic bias 

•• Misc 

fflNon-EU fflNon-EU 

H E U U 

DD Domestic 
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inn the focus of the news. 54% of British, 48% of Dutch and 48% of Danish 
newss stories are domestically focused. In these stories the EU level plays a less 
significantt role (between 9-11%) and internationally focused stories constitute 
betweenn 35-42% of the news. 

Thee conflict frame was found to be consistently present in EU stories during 
thee summit periods. The degree of presence, measured on the conflict frame 
scalee from 0-1, ranged from M= .48 (SD = .31) in Denmark to M = .51 (SD = .35) 
inn the Netherlands, and M = .59 (SD = .34) in Britain. The prime example of 
conflictt driven news was the coverage of the Nice-summit in December 2000. 
Thee news was driven by the violent riots resulting from demonstrations in the 
streetss of Nice and the controversy among the EU prime ministers. In Britain 
BBCBBC and ITN both opened the coverage with focus on the tension: 

'Withh riots on the outside and tension on the inside, European leaders are pre-
paringg themselves for a summit on the biggest rebuilt of the Union since 
Maastricht.. [...] The differences in interpretation between French president 
Chiracc and Tony Blair today was a teaching reminder of how difficult it is go-
ingg to be to reach an agreement here' (BBC reporter, 7 December, 2000). 

/77Vechoedd this by referring to 'Riots on the Riviera (7 December, 2000) and 'it is 

nicenice in Nice, but the summit is in troubled water. With power and national pride at 

stake,stake, reaching agreement will  be more than difficult' (/77V, 10 December, 2000). 
Danishh news was not much different as DR (9 December, 2000) concluded 

thatt 'crisis unravels in Nice as compromise seem further away than ever, and TV2 

(99 December, 2000) placed responsibility with the French hosts: 

'Seriouss crisis in Nice as Germany and France enter row over power distribu-
tionn in the Union. [...] The nice weather in Nice did not indicate a better cli-
matee inside the congress hall. Chirac is asking of all to give in a little, but re-
frainss from doing so himself. 

Dutchh television reported in a similar vein with NOS(y December, 2000) high-
lightingg ' tension in Nice as European leaders gather to reform the Union and redis-

tributetribute the power and RTL (7 December, 2000) concluded succinctly that 'we 

willwill  see a compromise to save the EU, but the summit so far has been bad for the im-

age,age, bad for the enlargement, and bad for France. 

Ann additional aspect of the study investigated the presence of strategic elements 
inn the news. It was found that strategic news elements, measured as focus on, for 
example,, politicians' presentation and handling of an issue or focus on inter-
pretingg an action as a consolidation in her/ his position, were hardly visible in 
thee British news, somewhat visible in Dutch EU stories, and highly visible in 
Danishh news. 
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Figur ee 4.4. Percentage o f EU news stories containing strategy during the summit periods. 

Mixedd evidence o f presence o f strategic news, with Danish news being the most 

strategicallyy framed. 

UK(n-45)) DK(n=132) NL(n=49) 

Note:: n refers to number of stories 

Danishh news contained by far the most traces of strategic news (see Figure 4.4). 
Onee reason for this finding was the 2000 national referendum on the euro 
wheree political leaders fought in a close campaign (see also de Vreese & 
Semetko,, 2002b; 2002c). This meant that news was focused on the position of 
politicianss and their strategy both during the campaign and in the aftermath of 
thee referendum. 

Finally,, the visibilit y of actors and their evaluation in the EU news stories 
duringg the summit periods was investigated. Table 4.11 shows that of the 200 
actorss in British news 34 (or 15%) were EU-level actors. In Denmark this was 
alsoo 15% (n=62 of a total of 434 actors) and in the Netherlands 25% (38/165). In 
alll  three countries, the visibilit y of domestic political actors (government and 
opposition)) was higher (35% in Britain (70/200) and Denmark (155/434) and 
2-<%% in the Netherlands (40/1^)) than the visibilit v of EU actors. 

Thee domestic political actors were primarily members of the national gov-
ernments.. Additionally, the analysis showed that in the EU stories during the 
summitt periods there were also many actors from other EU-countries, typically 
representativess from the host country government, as well as prominent EU 
countriess not in the sample, such as France and Germany, and Britain in the 
casee of Denmark and the Netherlands. 

Thee evaluation of the EU actors was predominantly neutral (ranging from 
82%% in Denmark to 87% in the Netherlands and 97% in Britain). When an 
evaluationn was present, this was typically a negative evaluation resulting in a 
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modest,, but consistent negative bias (ranging from -.03 in Britain to -.08 in 
Denmarkk and -.13 in the Netherlands). The evaluation pattern of the domestic 
politicall  actors as well as actors from other EU countries was very similar. In 
mostt cases these were not evaluated (i.e. neutral), but when evaluated this was 
modestly,, though consistently negative. 

Ass mentioned earlier, the key summit during the period of analysis was in 
Nice.. During this summit EU-level actors and domestic government actors in 
alll  three countries were less often treated neutral and were more often evaluated 
negatively.. In Denmark, the overall tone measure for the Nice summit was -.09 
forr EU actors and -.20 for domestic government actors. In Britain this was -.40 
forr EU actors and -.46 for domestic government actors and in the Netherlands 
-.266 and -.31 respectively. 

Tabl ee 4 .11 . Presence and evaluation of actors in EU stories during summit periods. 

EUU level 

Domes t i c c 

g o v e r n m e n t t 

Domes t i c c 

po l i t i ca ll a c t o r 

N a t i o n a l l 

i n s t i t u t i ons s 

O r g a n i z a t i o n s s 

N o n - o r g a n i z e d d 

ac tors s 

O t h e rr EU 

c o u n t r yy a c t o r 

I n te rna t i ona l l 

level l 

General izat ions s 

O t h e r r 

n n 

3 4 4 

67 7 

3 3 

3 3 

6 6 

2 2 

72 2 

13 3 

0 0 

0 0 

BritainBritain (n=200) 

Percentage Percentage 

neutral neutral 

9 7 7 

72 2 

100 0 

100 0 

100 0 

100 0 

90 0 

92 2 

Tone Tone 

- .03 3 

- . 04 4 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

- .10 0 

- .08 8 

n n 

62 2 

85 5 

70 0 

1 1 

29 9 

19 9 

117 7 

50 0 

0 0 

0 0 

DenmarkDenmark (n=434y 

Percentage Percentage 

neutral neutral 

82 2 

88 8 

91 1 

100 0 

93 3 

100 0 

93 3 

92 2 

Tone Tone 

.08 8 

.05 5 

.09 9 

0 0 

.07 7 

0 0 

.05 5 

.06 6 

TheThe Netherlands (n= 

n n 

38 8 

39 9 

1 1 

3 3 

6 6 

2 2 

4 7 7 

27 7 

2 2 

0 0 

Percentage Percentage 

neutral neutral 

87 7 

97 7 

100 0 

100 0 

100 0 

100 0 

85 5 

93 3 

165) 165) 

Tone Tone 

- .13 3 

+.02 2 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

-.13 3 

- .07 7 

Note:: n is the number of actors in the EU stories during the summit periods. The percentage neutral is based on the n per 

actorr category. 
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ROUTINEE WEEKS: OCCASIONAL EUROPE HICK-UPS. AS the final component of 

thee analysis of Europe in the news, the characteristics of the coverage during a 
constructedd routine period were investigated. The period consists of 63 days of 
newss coverage collected in 1999 and 2000. 

Turningg to the first research question concerning the visibilit y of EU news, 
thiss study found that about 1-2% in the Netherlands and Britain and about 
7-9%% of the news in Denmark was about EU affairs (Table 4.12). The somewhat 
higherr percentage in Denmark is largely due to the September 2000 national 
referendumm on the introduction of the euro which received substantial media 
attentionn (de Vreese & Semetko, 2002a; 2002b). The share of the news devoted 
too European affairs in the Netherlands and Britain is comparable to an earlier 
studyy of non-summit coverage, where it was concluded that EU news takes up 
aboutt 2-3% of the total television news (Norris, 2000, p. 189). In addition, the 
analysiss revealed strong cross-national similarity in terms of the time devoted to 
differentt issues in the news. In all news programs in all countries, economic 
newss took up about 10% of the news, politics somewhere between one-fourth 
andd one-third of the time, and society news (such as crime and court proceed-
ings)) about 20%. 

Tabl ee 4.12. News agenda during routine period. EU news takes up between 1 -9% o f the news. 

EUU issues 

Economy y 

Politics s 

Society y 

Sociall welfare/ 
educationn etc. 

Agriculture/ / 
environmentt etc. 

Disasters s 

Sports// Weather 

Other r 

Tott percentage 

Totall time (sec) 

Britain Britain 

BBC BBC 

(n=616) (n=616) 

1 1 

11 1 

35 5 

19 9 

8 8 

7 7 

13 3 

6 6 

0 0 

100 0 

73,726 6 

/7V V 

(n~621) (n~621) 

1 1 

10 0 

25 5 

29 9 

6 6 

6 6 

10 0 

14 4 

0 0 

101 1 

69,521 1 

Denmark Denmark 

DR DR 

(n=838) (n=838) 

9 9 

10 0 

31 1 

21 1 

6 6 

9 9 

6 6 

6 6 

1 1 

99 9 

90,463 3 

TV2 TV2 

(n'818) (n'818) 

7 7 

9 9 

30 0 

24 4 

8 8 

9 9 

8 8 

4 4 

0 0 

99 9 

83,878 8 

TheThe Netherlands 

NOS NOS 

(n=783) (n=783) 

2 2 

10 0 

33 3 

17 7 

6 6 

8 8 

10 0 

10 0 

1 1 

97 7 

80,608 8 

RTL RTL 

(n-736) (n-736) 

1 1 

11 1 

27 7 

21 1 

9 9 

8 8 

9 9 

9 9 

5 5 

100 0 

66,247 7 

Note,, n refers to number o f stories. Total percentages unequal 1 00% due to rounding errors. 
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Lookingg in greater detail at the news agenda for the EU stories during the rou-
tinee weeks in 1999-2000, it was found that the topic of the euro dominated the 
televisionn news EU agenda, in particular in Britain and Denmark where 48% 
andd 36% of the EU stories respectively dealt with the euro issue (Table 4.13). In 
thee Netherlands the euro accounted for 16% and formed, together with eco-
nomicc issues (24%) the two most important issues on the EU agenda. Again, 
thesee figures should be considered in the light of the limited number of cases in 
bothh Britain (n=n) and the Netherlands (n=25). 

Tablee 4.13. News agenda EU stories during routine period (percentage of time devoted to 

differentt topics) 

Eur o o 

Defens e e 

Econom y y 

EUU developmen t 

EUU institution s 

Socia ll  issue s 

EUU sanction s 

Agricultur e e 

Part yy  confl ic t 

O the r r 

To ta ll  percentag e 

BritainBritain  (n= 

36 6 

27 7 

0 0 

9 9 

10 0 

18 8 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 0 0 0 

-11) -11) DenmarkDenmark  (n 

48 8 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

1 1 

2 2 

10 0 

3 3 

6 6 

12 2 

100 0 

== 726 ; NetherlandsNetherlands  (n=25) 

16 6 

8 8 

24 4 

8 8 

12 2 

4 4 

12 2 

4 4 

0 0 

12 2 

100 0 

Note:: The percentage is based on length of the stories, n refers to number o f stories 

Otherr important topics in the 'European news' during the routine weeks were 
defense,, in particular EU's common defense competences and operations, EU 
development,, mostly discussions of the future structure of the EU and its insti-
tutionss following enlargement of the Union. Finally, Dutch (12%) and Danish 
(10%)) news covered the sanctions implemented by the EU against Austria in 
20000 following the election of the Haider government. 

Turningg to the geographical focus of the news coverage, it was found that 
Britishh and Dutch EU stories tend to focus more on the EU level than on the 
domesticc level whereas EU stories on Danish television are more domestically 
focusedd than concerned with the EU level (Figure 4.5). About half of the British 
andd Dutch news deals with the EU level and about one third is focused domesti-
cally.. In Denmark, 69% of the EU news is domestically focused with only 20% 
focusedd on the EU level. For other political and economic stories during the 
routinee weeks, a strong and consistent domestic-focus bias emerges. 80% of the 
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Dutch,, 88% of the British, and 94% of the Danish news is focused domestically. 
Inn the political and economic news stories, the EU-level plays a peripheral role. 

Figur ee 4 . 5 . Focu s E U new s an d othe r pol i t ica l / economi c new s dur in g rout in e perio d 

100% % 

80% % 

60% % 

40% % 

20% % 

0% % 

UKK EU UK pol DK EU DK pol NL EU news NL pol 

newss news news news (n=25) news 

( n - 1 1 )) (n=327) ( n - 1 2 6 ) ( n - 3 7 5 ) ( n - 2 4 9 ) 

Note ::  n refers to the number o f stories 

Inn the framing of the EU news stories, the conflict frame was found to be consis-
tentlyy present in EU stories during the routine weeks. The presence, measured 
onn the conflict frame scale from 0-1, ranged from M = .42 (SD = .30) in Britain 
too M = .51 (SD = .38) in the Netherlands and M = .52 {SD = .32) in Denmark. In 
thee British news these conflicts were waged over, for example, the timing of a 
nationall  referendum on the common currency with former Tory-leader Wil -
liamm Hague clashing repeatedly with Labour-leader Tony Blair. In the Dutch 
news,, conflicts included Dutch farmers being contrasted with farmers in the as-
censionn countries over the issue of agricultural subsidies. In Danish news, con-
flictss were often in the context of the September 2000 referendum on the euro. 
Disagreementt between the government promoting a 'yes' to the euro and the 
significantt opposition parties and the popular movements advocating a 'no' 
dominatedd (see also de Vreese & Semetko, 2002b). 

Ann additional aspect of the investigation was assessing the presence of strate-
gicc elements in the news. Based on the two indicators of news focusing on poli-
ticians'' presentational style or interpreting their actions strategically, it was 
foundd that strategic news was hardly visible in British EU stories, somewhat visi-
blee in Dutch EU stories, and present in half of all Danish EU news stories (see 
Figuree 4.6). Again, the Danish examples of strategic coverage come primarily 
fromm news related to the euro referendum. 

•• Misc 

[DNon-EU U 

S E U U 

DD Domestic 
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Figur ee 4.6. Percentag e o f EU news storie s containin g strateg y durin g routin e perio d 

UK(n=11 )) DK(n-126 ) NL (n = 25) 

Note:: n refers to number of stories 

Thee final component of the content analysis of the routine weeks concerns the 
visibilit yy of actors and their evaluation in the EU news stories. Table 4.14 shows 
thatt about 10% of the actors in British (n=4 of 41), 10% of the actors in Danish 
(n=4ii  of 438), and about 30% (n=28 of 93) of the actors in the Dutch EU-news 
storiess were EU-level actors. In all three countries, the visibilit y of domestic po-
liticall  actors (government and opposition) was higher (Britain 39%, Denmark 
47%,, and the Netherlands 29%) than the visibilit y of EU actors. Additionally, 
thee analysis showed that in the EU stories during the routine period on British 
andd to some extent Dutch news there were also a fair share of actors from other 
EU-countries,, typically representatives from prominent EU countries. 

Thee evaluation of the EU actors was predominantly neutral (ranging from 
83%% to 100% of the cases). When an evaluation was present, this was typically a 
negativee evaluation resulting in a modest, but consistent negative bias (ranging 
fromm .00 in Britain to -.07 in Denmark and -.11 in the Netherlands). The evalu-
ationn pattern of the domestic political actors as well as actors from other EU 
countriess was very similar. I n most cases domestic political actors were not eval-
uatedd (i.e., treated neutrally), but when evaluated this was modestly, though 
consistentlyy negative, in particularly the evaluation of the domestic govern-
ments. . 
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Tabl ee 4.14. Presence and evaluation o f actors in EU news during routine weeks. 

EUU level 

Domestic c 
government t 

Domestic c 
politicall actor 

National l 
institutions s 

Organizations s 

Non-organized d 
actors s 

Otherr EU 
countryy actor 

International l 
level l 

Generalizations s 

Other r 

n n 

4 4 

10 0 

6 6 

0 0 

3 3 

1 1 

14 4 

3 3 

0 0 

0 0 

BritainBritain (n=41) 

Percentage Percentage 
neutral neutral 

100 0 

80 0 

83 3 

100 0 

100 0 

86 6 

100 0 

Tone Tone 

0 0 

0 0 

-.16 6 

0 0 

0 0 

-.14 4 

0 0 

n n 

41 1 

95 5 

109 9 

0 0 

61 1 

60 0 

39 9 

33 3 

0 0 

0 0 

DenmarkDenmark (n=438) 

Percentage Percentage 
neutral neutral 

88 8 

66 6 

82 2 

90 0 

100 0 

95 5 

91 1 

Tone Tone 

-.07 7 

-.23 3 

-.14 4 

-.02 2 

0 0 

++ .02 

-.01 1 

TheThe Netherlands (n 

n n 

28 8 

16 6 

11 1 

1 1 

9 9 

6 6 

15 5 

7 7 

0 0 

0 0 

Percentage Percentage 
neutral neutral 

83 3 

81 1 

100 0 

100 0 

100 0 

100 0 

87 7 

86 6 

=93) =93) 

Tone Tone 

-.11 1 

-.19 9 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

-.13 3 

-.14 4 

Note:: n refers to number o f actors. The percentage neutral is based on the n per actor category. 

Discussion n 

Thiss chapter compared British, Danish, and Dutch television news coverage of 
Europeann affairs in various contexts ranging from the launch of the euro, the 
19999 European elections, EU Council summits and routine periods. Through-
outt the analyses a comparable set of content analytic variables were used to ana-
lyzee in total more than 10,000 television news stories. In this concluding part of 
thee chapter, the main points to emerge from each part of the study are summa-
rizedd before addressing the broader question of whether there are recurring 
characteristicss of EU news. 

THEE INTRODUCTION OF THE EURO: POSITIVE NEWS. In the analysis of the 

televisionn news coverage of the 1999 introduction of the euro, it was found that 
approximatelyy half of the television news time was devoted to political/ eco-
nomicc topics in each country during the routine news period. In the three 
countriess the launch of the euro occupied one-fifth to one-fourth of main eve-
ningg news in the days leading up to and following the introduction of the euro. 
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Thee launch of the euro was primarily covered from a domestic perspective 
focusingfocusing on reactions in the country of the news outlet. Some stories were de-
votedd to other EU reactions and happenings around the launch at, for example, 
thee European Central Bank in Frankfurt. Reflecting this journalistic choice, 
mostt actors appearing in the news stories about the launch were domestic ac-
tors.. That said, the euro stories more often included EU-actors than other polit-
icall  and economic news during the period. 

Televisionn journalists in all of the countries were more likely to emphasize 
conflictt in the reporting of political/ economic news, but in the coverage of the 
eventt of the euro launch, journalists emphasized economic consequences more 
thann conflict. Two issue- and context-specific factors may play a role here. First, 
thee introduction of the euro was a success. None of the scenarios of crashing 
stockk markets or panic scenarios came through. The launch was carefully pre-
paredd and staged and it went very smoothly. This of course did not provide the 
basiss for a strong journalistic focus on conflict. Second, although the introduc-
tionn of the euro was a much debated issue in Britain and Denmark, in the Neth-
erlandss the 'euro battles' had been fought years ago, and the actual introduction 
off  the euro was simply the implementation of long-term planning. Even in 
Britainn and Denmark, both currently outside the euro zone, the debates about 
thee euro lacked the quality of conflict since the euro had already become a real-
ityy in much of continental Europe and the countries were not yet discussing a 
referendumm on the euro. The discussion in Britain therefore centered upon the 
questionn what it meant not to belong to 'Euroland', and how the people and the 
countryy were affected by the euro in financial terms. 

Theree appear to be interesting differences between European journalistic 
traditions,, at least concerning the framing of news in terms of economic conse-
quences.. Framing news in terms of economic consequences emerged as more 
importantt in Denmark and the Netherlands. An emphasis on the domestic 
economicc consequences of an event or issue is a 'translation' of the economic 
implicationn of a policy. From comparative research on journalistic cultures we 
knoww that British journalists perceive themselves as less interpretative and more 
oftenn as mere transmitters of facts (see Chapter 3) which may explain the ab-
sencee of economic consequences frame in British news. 

Thee presence of the economic consequences frame in Danish stones on the 
euroo dovetails with the findings from the 1999 European elections where it was 
foundd that Danish television news journalists took on a highly pro-active and 
interpretativee role (see Chapter 3). Danish news not only devoted more time to 
thee European elections, they also paid more attention to the consequences of 
differentt European issues. This is because Danish TV journalists in the Euro-
peann election campaign saw it as part of their role to explicate the consequences 
off  advanced European integration and focus on the economy and financial 
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fraudd of European political institutions. Dutch journalists also focused on eco-

nomicc consequences though in the light of the conversion work in preparation 

off  the launch, indicating their willingness to interpret and add analyses to the 

newss (Deuze, 2002). 

T H EE 1999 EUROPEAN ELECTIONS: A 'SECOND-ORDER' POLITICAL EVENT. The 

analysiss of the television coverage of the 1999 European elections suggests that 
thee elections received only limited coverage in Britain and the Netherlands. 
Theyy were more visible in Denmark, but practically invisible on the main eve-
ningg television news in the Netherlands. That said, there were other prime time 
programss in all countries that feature political discussions about the elections. 
Nevertheless,, the low visibilit y of the European elections in the Dutch news is 
inn line with observations made about the 1979 campaign. For the 1979 election, 
i tt was suggested that the Netherlands was the only country in which "neither 
broadcasterss nor parties felt very concerned about promoting a European con-
sciousness""  through television which is one explanation for the absence in cov-
eragee (Noël-Aranda, 1983, p. 92). The argument put forward by Noël-Aranda 
(1983)) suggests that news coverage of an issue on which there is widespread con-
sensuss wil l be only marginal. This seems like a plausible explanation and it is in 
linee with other research that suggests that the presence of a viable anti-EU party 
contributess positively towards visibilit y of EP election campaigns on television 
(Banduccii  et al., 2002; Peter, 2002). 

Ass discussed previously, the presence of conflict, often in the form of diverg-
ingg views of political parties, is an important common criterion for selecting 
newss (e.g. Eilders, 1997; McManus, 1994; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Staab, 
1990).. These conventions for journalism crystallized in the editorial policies of 
Dutchh news — in the 'EU-consensus' context of the Netherlands - with both 
newss programs evaluating the 1999 campaign against conventional journalistic 
criteriaa and thus neglecting the campaign as a consequence of the absence of 
conflict.. Danish news - produced in the polarized Danish political climate -
wass much more attentive to the elections. The difference in approach to the 
electionss between, for example, Danish and Dutch newsmakers and the differ-
encess in the amount of actual campaign coverage stresses the importance of 
cross-nationall  comparisons. The findings from the Netherlands are in fact 
'non-findings',, but become interesting and better interpretable in a compara-
tivee perspective. 

Thee topical focus of the news also revealed some cross-national differences. 
Britishh news covered the euro as a main theme in the 1999 elections. Most nota-
bly,, the Conservatives received extensive coverage and their "I n Europe, not 
runn by Europe"-slogan seemed influential. The Danish news coverage with the 
focuss on the 'fraud' issue was the most significant and deviant editorial decision 
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whichh materialized clearly in the coverage of DR. A shared feature across the 
countriess was the frequent reference to expected low turnout and prevalent 
voterr apathy. Critics suggested that the repeated predictions of abstention be-
camee a self-fulfillin g prophecy that fuelled the low turnout.'" 

Mostt news programs reported the European elections as a domestic rather 
thann a European event. Most stories were told from a domestic angle and most 
actorss in the news were domestic political actors with the one noteworthy ex-
ceptionn that candidates for the European parliament featured regularly in Dan-
ishh news. The prominent domestic perspective found in the television news 
coveragee dovetails with conclusions reached elsewhere about the press coverage 
off  the 1999 European elections (Kevin, 2001; Kunelius & Sparks, 2001). 

EUU SUMMITS: PRESCHEDULED BATTLES. The analysis of the EU Council sum-

mitss suggests that events of this magnitude propel the EU into relatively large 
andd concentrated amounts of news coverage. Al l summits were, without excep-
tion,, covered in all news programs and for certain summits, this coverage was 
considerable.. The news coverage of EU summits was often European focused. 
Thatt is to say that the news programs generally assigned correspondents to 
coverr the summit and they often delivered live segments to the news programs 
fromm the summit host country. The news coverage often focused on the host 
countryy and featured several prominent EU actors as well as actors from the 
hostt country in addition to members of the national delegations. 

Mostt summit coverage was dominated by a focus on conflict. The nature of 
thee event obviously serves as an impetus for journalists to highlight conflict be-
tweenn member states and domestic disagreement about, for example, the tactics 
duringg negotiations. The most conflict-driven summit during the period of 
analysiss was the December 2000 summit in Nice, France. DRs generally pro-
activee approach to covering EU affairs also then translated into a number of his-
toricallyy focused stories aired prior to the December 2000 Nice summit. Here, 
DRDRprovidedprovided an introduction to contemporary French domestic politics (5 De-
cember,, 2000) and to the historical German-French power play in Europe (8 
December,, 2000) in order to establish a context in which the agenda of the 
summitt could be interpreted. 

Att the Nice summit, Dutch news played up the conflict with Belgium in the 
negotiationss on the vote distribution in the Council. Danish news was focused 
onn the attempt to keep a Danish Commissioner and speeding up the enlarge-
mentt process as well as the question of the necessity for a national referendum 
too ratify the treaty. British news was centered on the defense issue and the veto 
right,, which was interpreted with domestic politics as the backdrop. 

Att the end of the Nice summit, the ££Cconcluded (9 December, 2000)' Had 

wewe given away on tax and social security, Tony Blair would have walked straight 
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backback to the Mother and Father of all rows in the House of Commons. Ata point not 
farfar from an election this would have been a losing decision . Both BBCznó. /FA/also 
providedd domestic political reactions from ex-Tory leader William Hague on 
thee result in Nice. This tendency towards evaluating international events in a 
contextt of national political competitions has been observed for both EU and 
otherr areas of foreign news coverage (e.g. Cohen, 1996; Hjarvard, 1999; Leroy 
andd Siune, 1994) and it is in line with the 'cultural proximity' news value (Shoe-
makerr and Reese, 1996). 

ROUTINEE WEEKS: IN SEARCH OF PATTERNS. During the 63 days of news sam-
pledd as a 'routine period' in which no major European events were scheduled, 
thee visibility of EU news was low ranging from 1% to 9%. This finding concurs 
withh findings from the press (Fundesco, 1997) and an investigation of television 
newss from 1995 to 1997 (Norris, 2000). The EU news agenda appears, despite 
changingg single-issues, to have certain elements of stability. Despite the great 
variancee in the volume of EU stories (ranging from 126 stories in Denmark to 11 
storiess in Britain), most of the coverage seems to center around a handful of is-
sues.. In this study, conducted during 1999 and 2000, economic issues domi-
nate,, followed by EU development (evolution and enlargement) issues, and de-
fensee / foreign policy issues. In a previous study conducted between 1995 and 
1997,, foreign policy (20%), EU development (19%), EU institutions (16%) and 
economicc issues (16%) dominated the television news agenda in Britain, Bel-
gium,, Italy, Germany, France and Spain (Norris, 2000, p. 193)." 

Thee news stories were mixed in their focus with almost half of them, on aver-
age,, reported from a domestic angle and the other half centered on a more gen-
erall  EU-level. The actors though were primarily domestic politicians from both 
thee national governments and oppositions. The EU actors and domestic actors 
weree both either treated neutrally or evaluated negatively. Concurrent with the 
otherr rounds of content analysis, the study suggested that the conflict frame 
wass present in the news coverage in all three countries. The strategy frame was 
mostt prominent in Danish television news and hardly appeared in Dutch and 
Britishh stories about the EU. 

Conclusion n 

Thiss chapter presented four distinct analyses of different events and issues. The 
resultss suggest that there are important differences in the news coverage Euro-
peann affairs when comparing an election campaign to regularly occurring key 
eventss (EU summits), to unique events (the introduction of the euro), and to 
general,, routine news periods. The study also revealed significant cross-
nationall  differences in the coverage. The key question therefore is: what, if any, 
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generall  conclusions can we draw about the television news coverage of Euro-
peann affairs in Britain, Denmark, and the Netherlands? 

EUU news can be characterized as hardly visible during routine periods and 
modestlyy visible during key events. The EU story is a primarily economic and 
technocraticc news story, framed heavily in terms of conflict, more often domes-
ticallyy rather than EU focused, with a predominance of domestic political actors 
thatt are either treated neutrally or evaluated negatively. This summarizes some 
off  the main features of the news coverage based on more than ten thousand 
newss stories sampled from three countries over two years. 

VISIBILITY :: THE MORE THE BETTER? In terms of the visibility of news about 

Europeann affairs it is difficul t to conclude whether the documented coverage, 
whichh is best characterized as low to modest, is too peripheral or too invisible. 
Evenn though the glass appears to be half-empty, there are no criteria for evalu-
atingg adequacy in terms of the volume of coverage. The European Union it-
selff  has attempted, though allegedly not wholehearted (Meyer, 1999), to 'get 
theirr message across' more clearly (Tumber, 1995) which involves an in-
creasedd visibilit y in national news outlets. From this perspective, the visibilit y 
foundd here is likely to be disappointing, especially given the poor score for the 
Europeann elections and the inability to establish crucial issues such as the reor-
ganizationn of the EU with regularity on the news agenda outside the periods of 
EUU summits. 

Proponentss of the 'European public sphere' argument (see e.g., Kunelius & 
Sparks,, 2001) are likely to consider the results poor, too. It is difficul t to see how 
aa healthy and continuous public debate over the future of Europe is to emerge 
fromm sporadic news coverage. However, the important question is whether the 
'thee more, the better' assumption can be sustained empirically. Other studies 
havee suggested a relationship between negative slant in the news coverage of the 
EUU and dissatisfaction with the EU on the aggregate level (Norris, 2000). But no 
studyy has investigated the effects of the mere volume of coverage. It may be that 
exposuree to news about European affairs does not contribute positively to per-
ceptionss of the EU. In fact, exposure to news may activate certain stereotypes 
aboutt the EU irregardless of the slant of the coverage, but as a result of its mere 
visibility .. Along these lines, a negative relationship was found between expo-
suree to news containing more EU actors, irrespective of the slant, and dissatis-
factionn with democracy in the EU (Peter & de Vreese, 2002). While the Peter 
andd de Vreese (2002) study explores a relationship at the aggregate level only, it 
att least serves as a cautionary remark to the assumption in 'the more the better'-
argument.. Moreover, Peter (2002) finds that the effects of the volume of the 
coveragee are contingent upon contextual factors such as the consonance of the 
mediaa system. When modeling such contextual factors, it becomes clear that 
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moremore coverage is not always either beneficial or disadvantageous, but depends 

onn the specific context of the coverage. 

EUROPE:: FAR AWAY , CLOSE TO HOME. Directly related to the discussion of visi-

bilit yy are the observations concerning the focus of news about European affairs. 

Byy and large, the 'European story' is more a domestic story than a 'European' 

one,, with the significant exception of the summit coverage. The 'domestic bias' 

iss not only reflected in the location where the news takes place, but also in the 

journalists'' selection of the actors who are more often domestic than EU-related 

actors. . 

N E WSS FRAMES: ABUNDANCE OF CONFLICT. Turning to the framing of news 

aboutt European integration, the study found compelling evidence for a strong 
presencee of the conflict frame. With the exception of the introduction of the 
euroo which was a unique success story largely framed in terms of economic con-
sequencess and financial repercussions, other European issues were presented in 
termss of conflict between countries, within political parties, and between EU 
institutions. . 

Thiss allows for some tentative suggestions concerning the nature of a ge-
nericc frame such as the conflict frame. The 'across-countries perspective' re-
vealedd similarities among the countries concerning the emphasis on conflict 
inn the framing of political/ economic news. Explanations may be found in fac-
torss internal to journalism such as professional routines and news values (see 
Chapterr 2). Moreover, the presence of the conflict frame in the news suggests 
thatt the considerations made by journalists when choosing events and issues 
forr the news (see Chapter 3) are translated in to how these are presented in the 
news.. Emphasizing the conflict-related aspects of an event or issue by framing 
itt in terms of conflict may justify the publication of a news story above and be-
yondd its news value and at the same time provides journalists with a clear con-
ceptionn of how to package and present the news. With respect to the conflict 
frame,, the cross-nationally consistent pattern extends and specifies the find-
ingg of a more general convergence of journalistic traditions in western democ-
raciess (de Vreese et ah, 2001; Weischenberg, Löffelholz & Scholl, 1994). 

Whil ee the presence of a conflict frame in EU coverage was similar across all 
threee countries, significant cross-national differences emerged in the use of the 
strategyy frame. In sum it was found that in particular Danish journalists during 
thee period of investigation came across as assertive and reported European af-
fairss within a strategic frame far more often than their British and Dutch coun-
terparts.. Danish journalists were operating in the context of a referendum 
campaignn during large parts of the period under study. This emphasis on strat-
egyy in Denmark may not appear overwhelming to American readers who may 
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considerr the strategic focus in Danish news negligible compared to the abun-

dancee found in US political reporting (Cappella &L  Jamieson, 1997). 

SLANTEDD NEWS: A N T I - E U OR ANTI-POLITICS? Finally, the analysis suggested 

thatt EU-related actors in the news are most often not evaluated, but when they 
aree evaluated the tone is consistently negative. This finding does not suggest that 
thee evaluation of EU actors is any different from the evaluation that domestic pol-
iticianss receive in the news (Kepplinger & Weissbecker, 1991). In fact, the data 
inn this study did not find any discernable differences in the pattern of evaluation 
betweenn domestic political actors and EUactors in the periods under study. 

AA previous study reported in Norris (2000, pp. 197-198) concluded that the 
directionall  bias of television and newspapers is consistently negative and that 
"thee coverage of the European Community in newspapers and on television 
newss therefore often proved anti-Europe". This conclusion is, however, is 
basedd on aggregated data and there is no possibility to establish whether there 
aree differences between the groups of actors. Norris (2000) found for the press 
thatt the Commission was consistently more negatively evaluated than for ex-
amplee the European Central Bank, but how this compares to the evaluation in 
televisionn news or to other political and actors and institutions is not clear. 

Thee present study suggests that there is no difference in the pattern of evalu-
ationn between EU and domestic political actors. The perhaps more appropri-
atelyy conclusion is that news in general is either neutral or negative with a 
generall  'anti-politics-bias more so than an 'anti-Europe-bias. To contrast the 
evaluationn of different actors, Figure 4.7 the actors shows average tone towards 
EU-actorss and domestic politicians (government and others). No structural dif-
ferencess are discernable, and EU actors are only more negatively evaluated than 
domesticc actors in the summit periods. 
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Figuree 4.7. Comparison o f the tone o f coverage o f EU actors, domestic government and 

otherr political actors during four different periods. EU actors and domestic 

politicall actors (both government and opposition) are evaluated similarly. Taken 

togetherr they are either treated neutrally or evaluated slightly negatively. 
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LOOKIN GG BACK, LOOKING AHEAD. The results above provide a baseline from 

whichh to consider political and economic news in Britain, Denmark, and the 
Netherlands,, and the ways in which journalists emphasize different frames in 
thee reporting of political and economic news. Theoretically, a lesson to be 
learnedd from this initial investigation of the news coverage of EU affairs is the 
importantt role played by media organizations in defining the scope and content 

off  attention devoted to European affairs. The cross-national differences in 
termss of visibilit y and the composition of the news agenda are, at least for a cer-
tainn part, the result of different editorial policies and varying degrees of effort 
investedd in the coverage. Danish DR, for example, was found to take a more 
proactivee and analytical approach than other news programs which was di-
rectlyy reflected in the coverage. 
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Thee chapter offers an exploratory investigation of the structure of news cov-
eragee of EU events in the initial phase of a research trajectory that is in need of 
furtherr development. It is a largely descriptive enterprise which is limited in 
thatt it focuses on television only, looks at only a limited number of events and 
periods,, and it is confined to three European countries. 

Thesee limitations notwithstanding, hopefully this content analytic study 
mayy serve as a baseline for future research on changes in the structure and char-
acteristicss of news about the EU. The question is of course if and how such cov-
eragee has an impact on public opinion formation about European affairs. We 
cann only speculate about what the domestic focus does for the outlook of audi-
encess in their understanding of European issues. And what does the framing of 
thee news in terms of conflict do for the understanding and perception of Eu-
ropee as a forum for national political leaders? What do the elements of strategic 
newss coverage do to public perceptions of European politics? Though most EU 
actorss are treated neutrally, how does the modest, but consistent negative evalu-
ationn of political leaders affect public perceptions of political candidates? 

Givenn the embryonic stage of research on the effects of news about European 
affairs,, these are all fundamental questions. In the next chapters, the focus is 
onn the relationship between news and public opinion. To investigate media 
effects,, knowledge about the actual coverage must be linked to observations of 
(changess in) public responses. To most compellingly study media effects, a re-
searchh design must rely on either panel data with repeated measures or experi-
mentss (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997; Kosicki, 1993). The next chapters attempt 
too answer some of the questions about the impact of news about Europe and in-
vestigatee the 'frame-setting' component of the integrated process model of 
framing. . 


